Attachment 3
I am forwarding a few pictures I have received in the past few days. I would hope that you forward these to your contact within the DOS. I suspect you have many if not all of these pictures, but I want to identify specific individuals in the AGNA leadership that are present in these photos. As I mentioned to [redacted] yesterday, I am convinced the greatest threat to the security of the Embassy is the erosion of the guard forces trust in its leadership and ultimately the DOS. The failure of [redacted] to protect those they have been tasked to lead is unacceptable, and if not held accountable will further compromise our mission.

The chain of command’s failure to curtail [redacted] deviant actions and to not hold him accountable for countless infractions involving alcohol has made them ineffective. This has lead to threats and intimidation as the only means to accomplish the day to day operations here and at the Embassy. This is "not" a one time incident that went unnoticed by [redacted], direct chain of command. These are events that took place over the past year and a half and were ignored by the leadership at the cost of the well being of countless guard force members.

If these individuals are not held accountable for their actions it will only embolden those who remain to make the same offenses against this guard force. In addition, these photos as many were made public on Facebook and traded amongst the guard force should be used in promotion boards so that future leadership of this contract can be assured of the character of its leaders.

Respectfully,

[redacted]

ps. last night the AGNA leadership [redacted] went across the street to Kaia to have a meal with [redacted] as a going away event. This is not the message that this guard force needs...